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A World Cup winner in , , and , Edson Arantes do Nascimento, to give him his full name, is generally regarded as the
greatest soccer player of all time. Pele won multiple titles with Santos, with whom he played out the best years of his
career, before joining the New York Cosmos for a brief spell.

Ty Duffy June 2, 1: Here is our list of the Top 10 soccer players in the world, entering those two tournaments.
The greatest emphasis was placed on recent club form. That excluded the flying Dutchman Arjen Robben and
weighed against Eden Hazard, who might be here were the list just to consider talent. He scored 39 goals in 40
starts for Bayern Munich in this season, including a barrage of five in nine minutes against Wolfsburg. Their
talents often overlap rather than compliment. Bale is lightning fast down the wing. Manuel Neuer Neuer is a
true testament to German engineering. He has expanded and redefined the position at least for him often
serving as an auxiliary sweeper defender and a distributor. He has no qualms about physical contact. Neuer
could probably play as a professional in the outfield. His one flaw is an insatiable desire to do that. His
combination of vision and technique, at that specific skill, is perhaps unparalleled. He just turned 24 in
February. Stupid Olympics on home soil. That still leaves him a step or two ahead of just about everyone else.
His great flaw has been playing at the same time, in the same league as Lionel Messi. He will only mature and
improve. He has some Zidane-like grace and instincts on the ball. Expect him to smash the world-record
transfer fee when Juventus decides to sell. He struggled with injuries. Some have been more fun to watch.
Many have had more personality. He is the GOAT. He attended the University of Michigan. He likes his
meals prodigious and his whiskey neat. He is based in Detroit.
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The best current soccer players in the world are leading charge as some of the most iconic stars in the history of the
game. These talented soccer athletes are leading their respective teams to championships with some of the biggest
football clubs in the world, winning numerous awards and.

We love the sport because of the grit , intensity, teamwork, force, and speed of the game. To win as a team,
each individual player must know his assignment, execute, and sacrifice himself at the point of attack.
Football is a chess match. Players must shift positions, read, react, and dominate smaller battles to help the
larger group prevail. To the uninitiated, the game of football may simply showcase two walls of humanity
crashing into each other. Beyond the color-coded play sheets and complex zone-blocking schemes, the
ultimate goal remains to advance the ball to the other side of the field for points. They can concert casual
spectators into game-day fanatics. Indeed, no defense exists for the perfect pass, speed does kill, and defense
can be your best offense. On the gridiron, the greats demand an eyewitness account at all times. We struggled
to describe this supreme ability in words as they redefine what is possible. Against the running game, White
possessed both the strength to shed blockers and the speed to chase down ball carriers. Before retirement,
White racked up a then-NFL record sacks. Tom Brady, quarterback Who won his fifth Super Bowl ring? Getty
Images At quarterback, Tom Brady has emerged as one of the greatest rags-to-riches stories of all time. He
entered the NFL as a doughy sixth-round pick out of Michigan. By 37, Brady has already taken home five
Lombardi trophies and four Super Bowl MVP awards, granting him the bragging rights as one of the greatest
football players of all time. Statistically, Brady is equally impressive as any quarterback to ever play
professional football. Brady closed out that undefeated regular season having thrown for 4, yards and a
then-record 50 touchdowns after completing At wide receiver for the Green Bay Packers, Hutson helped
introduce the game of football to slant, rub, deep out, and crossing routes, which first unlocked the timing
complexities of the forward pass. In , Hutson caught a league-leading 74 balls for 1, receiving yards and 17
touchdowns. At 6-foot-3 and pounds, he led the Monsters of the Midway and their black-and-blue style of
punishment. Chicago Bears lore remains steeped in the tradition of defense thanks to him. In the box, Butkus
ran downhill to pull guards at the line of scrimmage and fold pesky running backs into the turf. In space,
Butkus patrolled the middle of the field and laid down the law on any wayward receiver. He could make
tackles, strip the ball carrier, corral interceptions, and wreak havoc. Johnny Unitas, quarterback Johnny Unitas
M. At quarterback, Johnny U was credited for authoring the two-minute drill and fourth-quarter comeback.
Unitas, of course, will forever be immortalized as a Baltimore Colt. At 5-foot and pounds, Payton was neither
a physically imposing, bruising back, nor was he blessed with track star speed. On the playing field, the man
they called Sweetness was known for his iron will to finish off runs in the image of his lunch-pail work ethic
and madman fitness program. As a true workhorse back, Payton led the NFL in carries for four consecutive
seasons between and In , Payton carried the football times to run roughshod over the competition for 1, yards
and a 5. Vintage Payton would take the inside handoff and juke a flailing defensive lineman with a quick spin
move before slamming his knee into the chest of a stunned linebacker in the hole. After breaking that tackle,
Payton kept diminutive defensive backs at bay with a stiff arm before he bounced the play to the outside and
headed off to the races. Taylor was too fast for plodding tackles and too powerful for blocking backs to
contain coming off the edge at the line of scrimmage. Within two counts, the quarterback would get decked
and stripped of the football in one fell swoop. As a sack artist, Taylor compiled In coverage, Taylor could also
drop back to man up against running backs into the flat. Through pure intensity, L. These offensive packages
largely trace their roots back to Joe Gibbs and his gimmick formations, designed to contain No. Montana was
not your classic Golden Boy quarterback. Montana, because of his ability to deliver the football with precision
and touch, was a perfect fit for the precise timing of the West Coast offense. In the prolific West Coast
offense, Montana could dump off short passes to the likes of Jerry Rice, John Taylor, Roger Craig, and Tom
Rathman, and let his receivers go to work with runs after the catch. Although Montana and his 49ers are
historically regarded as a finesse bunch, this group showed its moxie in countless comeback victories and
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cold-weather playoff bloodbaths. Montana has more than earned the title of one of the best football players in
NFL history. Over the course of his nine seasons, Brown ran over, through, and around people for 12, rushing
yards and touchdowns on the ground. Brown simply had nothing else left to prove, having already qualified as
the record holder of every significant rushing mark in the books. Although Brown has since been surpassed by
Emmitt Smith and Walter Payton in the record books, neither back can touch his remarkable 5. With the
exception of , Brown led the NFL in rushing every year between and Rice, the San Francisco Treat, may even
hail as the greatest blocking wide receiver of all time. And as an NFL bootstrapper, he serves as another
monument to hard work. In all, Rice rewrote the NFL record books for 1, receptions, 22, receiving yards, and
total touchdowns. Rice earned his position. Before he had even stepped onto the field, Rice and his will to
work had already destroyed many an opponent.
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Every fan has an opinion about the world's best soccer players, but nearly everyone agrees on a few players. Many of
these stars play for the elite soccer teams â€” Real Madrid, Barcelona, and Manchester figure prominently in this list â€”
and a few of them are already considered legends, like Lionel Messi or Cristiano Ronaldo.

Top 10 By Emily Bella Top 10 Best Football Player In The World Football is most favorite game in the world
which has millions of fans in every part of the world, every person has his own view to judge the best player
and here we make a list of top 10 best players in world. Football is a game which receives most number of
fans every year than any other and this is the reason that this game is considered as most famous in world. The
game is a mixture of skills, emotions and feelings that every player has for his own countries or people and
which make them stronger in the field. Skills make the football players best other and it is best way to judge a
player who is best and who is less good. There are many footballers in the world who are known as best but
some players have occupied the space in the hearts of fans because of their attitude and playing techniques
while her is the list of top 10 best football players in the world. Marcelo Marcelo is a Brazilian professional
footballer who is also known as Marcelo Vieira da Silva Junior, he plays for the Spanish club Real Madrid and
the Brazil national team that make his recognition as world class player. He is famous for his special skills
while mostly plays at left back but sometimes play as a right wing which makes him more efficient. He started
his professional career at the age of 18 and till now he has received many awards at international level. He
started to play for world class league Real Madrid from and still in the league which gave him recognition as
one of the best players in world. Zlatan Ibrahimovic Zlatan Ibrahimovic is a Swedish professional footballer
who plays for the Manchester United as a forward while he has remained the member from to of Swedish
national team and a captain till He is known as Prolific soccer who is best known for his technique, creativity,
strength while his ability in air as well as his striking ability is much famous across the fans and considered as
second most decorated player in world. Andres Iniesta Every soccer player has own opinions about the
football players while mostly fans agree that Andres Iniesta is one of the most popular players in the football
game as a classiest midfielders. The Spanish professional footballer has got the world attraction because of his
amazing skills in football ground and his way of paying with football is amazing which attracts every fan. He
plays for the Barcelona and the Spain national team as well as the captain of Barcelona while he made debut at
the age of 18 in He is known as most decorated Spanish player with his historical trebles in and along 33
trophies in career. Gareth Bale The Welsh professional footballer Gareth Bale plays for the national team of
Wales and for Spanish club Real Madrid which gave recognition as one of the best soccer in world. He is best
known for his special skills like striking form long distance, to get past defenders with pace, swerving free
kicks and he is able to score consistently while his team number is He is well known as good finisher in field
while his performance in UEFA Champions League title game became the cause of his success when he did a
goal in the Copa del Rey final against Barcelona. Manuel Neuer Manuel Neuer is a German professional
footballer who plays for the Bayern Munich while fans were not agree initially when he was signed by club
from Schalke in and now he is known as one of the most decorated goal-keepers in the world. He is well
known for his unique style and his speed in order to capture his opponents while this is the reason that he is
known as sweeper-keeper. His skills like quick reflexes, excellent shot-stopping abilities, strength, long
throwing range and many others make it one of the best footballers in world. He helped his club to win two
successive Campeonato Paulista championships, a Copa do Brasil, and the Copa Libertadores while he made
his football debut at age He is a great finisher who has ability in both feet and he is ranked as most prominent
sportsman in world. He was named in as captain of Brazilian soccer team and in his career he has received
several awards. Luis Suarez The Uruguayan professional footballer, Luis Suarez has special skills which make
him one of the most famous players in world, he plays for Spanish club FC Barcelona and the Uruguay
national team as a striker. Cristiano Ronaldo Portuguese professional footballer, Cristiano Ronaldo plays for
the Spanish club Real Madrid and the Portugal national team as a forward and he is known as one of the
greatest footballers of all time. He plays for the Spanish club FC Barcelona and the Argentina national team as
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a forward while his whole professional career revolves around Barcelona where he won 29 trophies. His skills
and pace is unmatched in field with which he defeats all of his opponents and his team number is
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To soccer's elite scouts, though, it is almost an afterthought. They will all watch it, of course, though with a personal as
much as a professional eye.

Who is the greatest player of all time? How do you compare someone from the era of the pigskin ball,
half-time oranges and legal backpass with the highly-trained, physically advanced multi-millionaires of today?
Eusebio One of the first African-born players to make an impression on the international game, Eusebio
steered Portugal to a third-place finish at the World Cup with a Golden Boot-winning nine goals. Quite simply
he was one of the most naturally gifted players the game has ever seen. Of course, Moore first shone on the
international stage at the World Cup. There, his defensive skills were so masterful that he even managed to
overshadow hattrick hero Geoff Hurst in the controversial final â€” the image of him being raised aloft with
the trophy in hand remains one of the most iconic in English soccer history. But there was so much more to
the Dutchman than impossibly tight-angled volleys. Equipped with a ballerina-esque agility, two-footed close
control and an intelligent reading of the game, he was arguably the most graceful striker of his generation. Lev
Yashin Nicknamed the Black Spider for his choice of dark head-to-toe attire, Lev Yashin not only
revolutionised goalkeeping fashion, he also changed the role of the No. Whereas keepers had previously been
restricted to silently standing on the goalline, Yashin pioneered the practice of barking at defenders and
rushing out of the six-yard box to intercept crosses and thwart oncoming attackers. It was an approach which
made him a star of the first ever televised World Cup in and helped the Soviet Union pick up a gold medal at
the Olympics and the inaugural European Championships in Just ask the Iceland team he belittled after they
had the gall to hold his team to a draw. Or the reporter whose microphone he tossed into a lake during an
innocuous interview. Or the Portugal manager he tried to make redundant after hobbling off in the final. And
all of this was at just one tournament. The perpetually cheerful Brazilian used this relentless energy, as well as
his strong passing accuracy, tactical nous and leadership skills, to guide his homeland to three consecutive
World Cup finals. Zico Forget a certain Mr. Beckham, no other player has ever been able to bend it like Zico.
The Brazilian free-kick specialist was able to curve the ball round or over the defensive wall in a banana-like
manner which defied the laws of gravity. Sadly, despite competing in three World Cupsâ€”including the
Brazil side widely regarded as the greatest everâ€”Zico never lifted a major trophy at international level.
However, he did pick up a bunch of silverware during his year spell with club side Flamengo, including three
league titles and the Copa Libertadores. He also did so when it mattered. He scored ten goals at the World Cup
to win the Golden Boot, added another four at the tournament including the winner in the final, and also
finished top scorer at the Euros that his homeland won convincingly. But the right winger dubbed the Bent
Legged Angel he was born with a deformed spine and curved legs was responsible for some of the most
joyous moments in Brazilian soccer history. And after Pele got injured during their defence of the trophy, it
was Garrincha who almost single-handedly steered the team to a second successive victory. The playmaker
entered the pantheon of greats with one of the most dominant displays in international tournament history,
scoring nine goals including two hattricks to guide France to their first ever major trophy, the European
Championships. His prowess in front of goal, intelligent passing technique and dead-ball skills were all
routinely showcased at club level, too. Even Zinedine Zidane admits that Platini was the man he chose to
emulate in the playground. Paolo Maldini They say that loyalty is an alien concept in the modern game. But
tell that to Paolo Maldini, who spent 25 years at the heart of the A. Milan defence, winning just as many
trophies in over appearances. Zinedine Zidane Few other playmakers have risen to the occasion as often as
Zinedine Zidane. Of course, the former Bordeaux, Juventus and Real Madrid midfielder was just as renowned
for his temperament as his exquisite ball control, agility and exceptional vision. Who can forget the iconic
image of him walking past the Jules Rimet trophy having been sent off for headbutting Marco Materazzi in the
World Cup final? Although he initially began his career as a midfielder, he earned his high-ranking status
when he moved to the back four and invented the role of the attacking sweeper. Renowned for his high quality
passing and unmatched ability to read a game, the two-time European Footballer of the Year also went onto
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influence the game as a coach, lifting the World Cup again with West Germany in From a nation with such a
rich soccer history, Beckenbauer still remains its finest exponent. But despite such a lengthy absence from the
game, not to mention his ballooning weight and advancing years, the year-old was handed a lifeline by Real
Madrid in The fact he could only use his left foot, and famously enjoyed the odd drink or ten, makes his
prolific strike rate all the more remarkable. Nicknamed the Blond Arrow due to his quickfire pace and golden
locks, the Argentinian showcased his creative genius all over the pitch, but made his name as a prolific
forward. Despite winning caps for three different countries his native Argentina, his adopted Spain and an
unrecognised-by-FIFA spell with Colombia , a run of bad luck cost him the chance to display his versatility on
the World Cup stage. But he remains one of the most gifted all-rounders ever to step foot on a pitch. Indeed,
before Cruyff came along, no Dutch club had ever won a European competition. By the time he left Ajax in
they had won three in a row. Teammate Luis Figo even compared watching him play to having an orgasm.
The Argentinian forward has earned such respect thanks to a breathtaking technical ability and a
record-breaking list of achievements unlikely to be surpassed by anyone in the near future. And having
previously been accused of bottling it on the international stage, Messi then silenced his few remaining critics
when he picked up the Golden Ball at the World Cup. Failed drug tests at Barcelona and the World Cupâ€”the
latter heavily foreshadowed by his famously wild-eyed celebration after scoring against Greeceâ€”ensured that
there would always be a black mark against his name. But when the diminutive Argentinian was at his peak,
he was literally untouchable. By the end of his career, the Santos forward had netted an unfathomable goals,
making him the most prolific goalscorer in soccer history.
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FIFA, the world governing body in soccer, has announced a shortlist of 10 candidates for The Best FIFA Men's Player
for just weeks after the conclusion of the FIFA World Cup. The winner.

While they are the two greatest at present, there are many more lurking in the shadows to follow in their paths.
Robert Lewandowski Borussia Dortmund The Polish striker is one of the hottest properties in world football at
the moment. His four goals against Real Madrid in the Champions League semi final first leg earned Borussia
Dortmund a date with domestic rivals Bayern Munich at Wembley on the 20th of May to decide who will
become the champions of Europe this season. One thing remains certain, whichever club are successful in
signing the Polish striker they will be adding one of the best strikers in the world today to their team. Now, the
Welsh winger is considered the best player in the Premier League. With constant speculation surrounding his
future, it may not be long before we see Bale lining up for Barcelona or Real Madrid. There has been
speculation linking the Welshman to both Spanish clubs in the past, particularly since he was named the PFA
Player of the Year in Following the departures of Luka Modric to Real Madrid and Rafael van der Vaart to
Hamburg, many people questioned whether Tottenham still had the credentials to challenge for a Champions
League spot this season. With that Bale has really stepped up his game and has had his best campaign yet.
With his side two points behind rivals Arsenal in the battle for fourth place, we could yet see Bale give more
full backs nightmares when the Champions League commences in September, as Maicon and Inter Milan will
remember. Zlatan Ibrahimovic Paris St. He looks set to win Ligue 1 with current club Paris St. Germain this
season and is the top scorer in the league with 27 goals. Milan and La Liga once with Barcelona. Ibrahimovic
boasts a fantastic strike rate, scoring on a ratio of one every two games as well as being somewhat of a
creative genius, providing more than assists throughout his career thus far. While he is often criticised for his
work rate during matches, he regularly pulls off a moment of brilliance even on a bad day. When Ibrahimovic
joined PSG last summer he became the most expensive player in combined transfer fees of all time. Franck
Ribery Bayern Munich Possibly the best French player of his generation, Franck Ribery has been instrumental
in helping Bayern Munich surge to the Bundesliga title and also the final of the Champions League at
Wembley later this month. Known for his pace, energy, skill and accurate passing, the French winger has no
doubt been one of the best players in the world over the last few years. The likes of Andres Iniesta and Xavi
could only watch as the Frenchman broke away at speed to create endless opportunities for his teammates
which ultimately helped the German side earn a place in the final against domestic rivals Borussia Dortmund.
Having been listed for the FIFA XI team of , Falcao has continued his great goal-scoring form this season with
32 goals from 36 appearances in all competitions. His goal to games ratio is outstanding particularly since his
days with Porto as he won the Europa League with Portuguese side and was the top scorer with 17 goals in 14
games during that campaign. No less impressive was his triumph in the same competition with current club,
Atletico Madrid. Winning the Europa League following a over domestic rivals, Athletic Bilbao, Falcao was
once again top scorer with 12 goals which earned him his nickname. Falcao has been often speculated with a
move to Chelsea who are still desperate for a prolific striker. The Colombian would certainly add more goals
to the London club and is capable of great things, as he showed against The Blues in the Super Cup last year,
scoring a hat-trick in a win. Xavi is regarded as one of the best midfielders of his generation and maybe even
of all time. Xavi is the orchestrator and makes the space which gives Lionel Messi the freedom to score goals
at will. He has been selected in the UEFA team of the year five times in a row and has been as influential as
always with Barcelona looking set to regain the La Liga title. Xavi was at the peak of his powers when Pep
Guardiola was managing the club and used the Spanish midfielder as a playmaker who created opportunities
repeatedly for his team. Xavi also has caps for Spain and remains an integral part of the international team
even at the age of It will be a long time before we see another player like Xavi with that kind of vision,
stamina and ability to create chances. None were more dramatic than his hat-trick against Aston Villa as
United won the league for a 20th time and with it, Van Persie won the first Premier League title of his career.
Following a controversial move from North London to Manchester in August last year, the striker scored his
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first goal at Old Trafford in win over Fulham. Struggling with injuries prior to last season, Van Persie has
finally realised his full potential and has become in my view the best natural striker in the world. His
partnership with Xavi in the middle of midfield for club and country has proved formidable and pivotal to the
recent success of both Barcelona and Spain. Iniesta will no doubt be a key figure for his country at the World
Cup in Brazil next year. Averaging more than a goal a game with strikes in matches. Lionel Messi Barcelona
Hardly surprising who is number one when you think of all he has achieved in a relatively short career so far.
Messi is consistently rated as the best player in the world at present and one of the greatest of all time. There
are many reasons why, when Messi plays well Barcelona plays well which often leads to the Catalan club
being labelled as a one man team. The Argentine forward also holds the record for most goals scored in a
calendar year with an incredible 91 in all competitions for club and country in He also became the first player
ever to score against every team in La Liga when he netted against Celta Vigo in March earlier this year. A
niggling hamstring injury has kept Messi from reaching the kind of heights of last season, yet he still has 58
goals in all competitions. He was an innocent bystander as Bayern Munich emphatically knocked Barcelona
out of the Champions League semi final with a aggregate win. Messi however remains the best player in the
world and I think it will be a long time before anyone dethrones the Argentine superstar. Who do you think are
the best ten players in the world today? Have your say below. The views and opinions expressed are solely
that of the author credited at the top of this article. Get started today by signing-up and submitting an article
HERE:
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The World's Greatest Soccer Players (The World's Greatest Sports Stars) (The World's Greatest Sports Stars (Sports
Illustrated for Kids)) [Matt Doeden] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.

An strong international panel of experts were asked by Guardian Sport to name their top 30 players in action
today and rank them in order of preference. Players were then scored on their ranking by each panellist: So
how did the Guardian top come about? Sports editor Ian Prior explains: Compiling such a list requires a
certain confidence, some may say arrogance of judgment. Not all may agree, but it is a personal belief that
these pages are currently home to perhaps the finest collective of football writers and analysts in the English
language. There was only one name and one position on which all 11 members of the panel were in
unanimous agreement; the world No1, Lionel Messi. How could we not choose him? The debate has moved to
another plane: Despite only a few English players making it onto the top , the Premier League is the best
represented with 27 players, followed by La Liga with The chart above shows the top five leagues by the
number of footballers appearing in the list. Barcelona is the best represented club with 12 players on the list
followed by Bayern Munich and Real Madrid with 10 each. Chelsea and Manchester City each have eight
players on the list. The average age for the footballers appearing on the list is 26 years old. Stephan El
Shaarawy, aged 20, is the youngest player in the top whilst Javier Zanetti is the oldest at 39 years old. So how
does the list break down by nationality? There are 8 Argentinian players on the list and both Italy and France
have seven footballers on the top The full breakdown by nationality, club and position can be found in the
downloadable spreadsheet. Can you do something interesting with this data? Data summary Click heading to
sort table. Download this data No.

Chapter 7 : The Best FIFA Football Awardsâ„¢ - THE BEST FIFA MEN'S PLAYER - calendrierdelascience.
Everyone know about the world's best soccer players. Many of these stars play for the Real Madrid, Barcelona, and
Manchester united etc. Some legends everyone know about, like Lionel Messi or Cristiano Ronaldo.

Chapter 8 : Top Best players in world football | GiveMeSport
So, the top 10 best soccer players in the world is basically those names, who have impressed the coming season ()
combining all common grounds of football. Best Soccer Players in the world: Following this article you will definitely
notice that the most lacking in superstar talent is at defensive midfielder position.

Chapter 9 : FIFA - Wikipedia
Next on Greatest Soccer Players, Pele is a retired Brazilian football calendrierdelascience.com was born on 21 October
in the year Many football critics, experts and former players regard him as the best soccer players of all time.
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